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lVhile a great deal ofwork on skid resistance has
been conducted in Virginia over the past three
decades, only within the past year has âttention
been given to the development of a systematic program for the identification and treatment of high or

potentially high wet pavement accident sites. The
purpose ofthis paper is to outline that program.
The use of Virginials automated accident and survey
skid data files in the program is described. The
site selection process utilizing these two data bases
is orplained as is the site review process' including
the field review. Tho economic analysis used
initially to rank sites for field review, and used
again to ranl< sites for recommended treatments is
also explained. In essence, this economic analysis
involves the computation of a breakeven value considering the costs of possible site treatments versus
projected savings from reductions in weù pavement
accidents. As orplained in the paper, in the Virginia
progran there is an emphasis on the use of accident
data, with every effort being made to achieve the
greatest total reduction in rvet accidents \,vith a
given amount of funds for improvements.

For many years Virgrnia has conducted a very active

research progra¡n in pavèment skid resistance. The
staters long series of publications on the subject was
initiated with the paper entitled rrSkid Resistance Measurernents of Virginia Pavomentsr', by T. E. Shelburne
ard R. L. Sheppe, which was published by the Hþhway
Research Board in 1948 G). The First International
Skid Prevention Conferenoe was held at the Universiff
of Virginia a decade later @), with an accompanying
correlation of skid test vehicles over various types of
pavements throughout the state. A second correlâtion
was made on Virginia hþhways in 1960; and a third
was conducted on specially propared pavements at
Tappahannock, Virginia, in 1962

Q). The first British

portable tester to be used in the United States was purchased for research in Virginia and was used in the 1960

correlation study.
Locally, the state has continuously tested pavements

for skid resistance since Shelburne and Sheppers early

work; and nationally, Virginia has contributed much

through partloipation in committee activities. In regard
to the latter, it Ís noted that several Virginians played
key roles in organizing ASTM Committee E-17 on Skid

Resistance.

Early in its program for combatting pavement slþperiness, about 25 years ago, Virginia outlawed the use
of certain polish susceptible aggregates in the surface

mixes on primary and higher class roads; and since that

time stato engineers have conducted many field experiments in the development of economical means of providing skid resistant roads.
Perhaps the most important decision made by

Virginia highway officials through the years was the
adoption of the policy that calls for the rezurfacing of

pavements that have experienced rvet tveather accidents
and which have a stopping distance number of less than
40 when tested at 64 kph (40 mph). Yet, presently there
is not in operation any program for identiffing wet pavement accident sites nor for systematically evaluating
wet accident or low skid number sites. With the buildup
of hnowledge in the field of pavement skid resistance' it
has become clear that a well conceived program is
needed, and forthis reason the authors have designod
and are implementing the program described in the

following pages.
Program Outline

It should be noted that the program outlined pertains
to the interstate, arterial, and primary roadway systems
maintained þ the Virginia Department of Highways and
Transportation. Potential high wet pavement accident
locatíons on the secondary road system are evaluated
when brought to the attention of those responsible for
the program; however, the procedures despribed herein
for locating possible hþh wet pavement accident sites
are not directly applicable to the secondaTy system.
A generälized flow diagram of the wet pavement
accident reductlon program is shown in Figure 1. This
program is discussed in the following sections, but a
brief glance at Figure 1 indicates the prime importance
attached to the use of accldent data. While it obviously
is important to identify and conslder Ímprovements to
potentially dangerous sites, i. e. , sites having low skid
resistance, it is more important to identiff and correct
sites already characterized by a high frequency and
proportion of wet accidents.
In addition to accident data, the data collected in
Virginia's survey skid program are an integral part of
the system. These two data bases are discussed briefly
in the following hvo sections, with the remainder of the
paper belng devoted to the use of the data in the wet
pavement accidont reduction program.
9l
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Wet pavement accident reduction program.

Annual detailed computer listings are furnished the
authors for use in the wet accident reduction plogram.
These detailed listings contain all the data items shown
in Table 1 for each accident occurring during the preceding calendâr year (Jan. I - Dec. 31). In addition, a
summary listing indicating high wet pâvement accident
sites is provided annually. This listing and the criteria
used for the selection of high wet accident sites are discussed in a later section.

Initial site selection

. 3 wet acc, & 3|o/owet
. SNno 4 30

.
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Survey Skid Data Base

A survey skid testing proglam was initiated in
Virginia in 1974. Thus far, the entire interstate system
has been tested, with five SN*O values being obtained
per lane mile. In addition, all of the arterial system
and some of the primary system have been tested, with
the number of tests per mile having been reduced to
three and with testing having been restricted to the traffic
lane only. It is anticipated that within several years
every lane mile in the three systems will have been tested

yr. acc. data

o SN40 data
e St¡rface mix data
o Initial eco analysis
o

Priority ranking

for field revicw

at least once. In the interim, the Research Councilts skid
trailer will be used to test identified wet pavement acci-

. Traffic data

dent sites which have not been tested by the survey
trailer, and to retest many sites tested by the survey
trailer to veri$r the survey SN*O values. The data from

' sN4o data
. Ceometric data
. Environmental data
. Est, required SN40

the two trailers can be interchanged through a correlation
program desþned and conducted by Runkle (l).
Procedures for the collection and computer storage
of survey skid data, as well as the utilization of the data
considering variabilities present in testing, have been
discussed in published reports (6,7 ). Data items contained in each skid test record dFshown in Table 2, In
addition to the itoms shown in Table 2, the skid number
corrected to a 64 kph (40 mph) test speed (SN*O) is con-
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Lnmediate Trcatment
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Normal Maintenance
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tained on all skid data co¡nputer listings. Since the test
speed is usually intended to be 64 kph (40 mph) the difference between the actual and corrected skid number
(SN40) is usually small. The correction is based on a
skid number-speed gradient of 0.5 per 1.6 kph (1 mile).
Also, shown on the skid data listings is the predicted
stopping distance number at 64 þh (40 mph) (PSDN4')
as determined by a regression analysis Q).

Determining High Accident ard/or Iow SNno Sites
Accident Data Base
Accident data utilized in the program are obtained
from the automated accident files maintained by the
Departmentts Data Processing Division. T¿ble I indicates the items of data contained on each accident tecord,
and each item is discussed in detail in I'Code for Analysis
of Hþhway Motor Vehicle Accidentst'É). Oata considered
to be of primary importance for the purpose under discussion are locational data, placement data indicating
direction of travel, surface condition (dry, wet' snowy'
icy, etc. ), number killed, number injured, and property
damage. Other items are obviously of importance at
times, but the above six items are always considered.
It is worth noting that some deficiencies do exist in
the accident data collection procedure in terms of the
use of the data in the wet pavement accident reduction
program. Primarily these deficiencies relate to determining the direction of travel for the accident-involved
vehicles, particularly on divided highways, and to determining the location of accidents occurring in interchange
ramps. Clarification of these locational data would enhance the use ofthe accident data in the accident reduction program. In addition, quantitative data relating to
tire tread depth for accident-involved vehicles are desirable information not now collected.

Each year high wet accident sites are selected on
the basis of accident data, and low SN*O sites are sel-

ected on the basis of survey skid data.

Accident

Data Potentially

high wet accident sites

are GGõTãi-õäiñe basis of a 0.8-km (0.5-mile) segments, incremented by 0. 16-km (0. l-mile) lengths. For
example, the initial segment on a route would be from
milepoint 0 to milepoint 0.5, the second segment from
0. L to 0.6, and the third from 0.2 to 0. ?. A site is
selected as a possible high wet pavement accident site

rvhen three or more wet accidents occur in the 0.8-km
(0.5 -mite) section, provided the wet accidents account
for at least 30Vo of the combined total ofwet and dry

pavement accidents. (Accidents occurring under icy or
snowy conditions are orcluded. )
The site selection process just described is performed eachyear by an automated review of the latest
yearrs detailed accident computer file. The output provided from this process is illustrated in f,Igure 2.
Notice that for each site selected locational information,
as well as the number of fatal, injury' and property
damage accidents, the number of fatalities, number of
injuri"es, and amount of property damage, is shown for
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Table 2. Data items contained in each
survey skid test record.

Data items contained in each accident record.

Item

Item

Item

Report Number

Light

District

Month

Weather

Residency

Date

Tlpe of Collision

County
R,oute Number

Year

fixed Object

Hour

Skidding

District
County

Zone of Impact
Major nactor

Cities &'lowns over 3,500

Severity

Towns Under.3,500

Number Killed

CitylTown/County
Test Vehicle
Test Wheel
Calibration
Operators
Date of Test
Time of Test

Route

Number Injured

Weather Condition

Section Number

Number Vehicles Involved

Mllepoint
$¡rface lYpe

Amount of Property Damage

S¡rface Temperature
Tread Depth

Card Control

Direction

S.rrface Width

Type of Vehicle (per vehicle)
Speed (per vehicle)
Residence of Driver (per vehicle)

Kind of Highway
Speed

Limits

Air Temperature

Intersection IYpe

Vehicle Maneuver (per vehicle)

Intersection Route Number
Accident Location

Placement (per vehicle)

Alignment

S¡rface Condition

Condition of Indivldual (per vehicle)
vehicle Condition (per vehicle)

Defective Road Conditions

Visibility Conditions

I¿ne
Data Type

Milepoint
Speed

Driver and Pedestrian Action (per vehicle)

Skid Number
Pavement Condition'^
Time since Last Rain¿
a

Required for test run on control loop only.

Traffic Control

Figure
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Bample of computer output for selection of high wet pavement accident sites..
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both wet and dry pavement accidents. The percentage
of wet accidents shown is computed by dividing the number of wet accidents by the total of dry and wet accidents.
Should overlaps oceu!' such as from milepoint 3.7
to milepoint 4.4 and 7.5 to 8.2, the sections are combined so that the entire length is considered as one
section. Presently this combining process is done manually by reference to the detailed accident data, but
ultimately it will be accomplishd in the automated procedures.

Srrvey Skid Data. Annually, as survey skid testing
is coã!iã[õÏl[ñIñ'ã highway district the detailed skid
output (Figure 3) is reviewed, and S\O values below
30 brouEht to the attention ofthe district engineer and
the authórs. A copy of a cover letter submitted with
the skid data Ís given Ín the Appendix and one paragraph
is reproduced hére: 'Although the criteria for identiffing high wet accident sites have not been finalized' for
the present we intend to extract sites such as these

PCT

wEl
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1r00
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3

5

0013

FAT. NO. INJ. NO. P/D AITIOUNT TOT
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ACCD KILL ACCD INJ ACCD P/D

I
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?00

2

71.43
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3

51. t4

3s00

3

80.00

2

1900

3

80.00

2

1900

3

I

100

2

?0. 00

80, 00

from our regular inventory survey testtng which record

skid rn¡mberi that approach or fall below the SNno value
(trailer value) of 30 as recommended by the Virginia
Highway and Transportation Research Council. These
sites will be studied by Research Council personnel in
lÍght of the tentative criteria that have been established
by them and recommendatíons will be made thereafter.rl
The SN,O value of 30 has been selected as a tenta-

tive mlnimum guideline value on the basis of the authorsr
repoú presented at the 19?? annual meeting ofthe

Tiansportation Research BoardQ). It is recogniaed
that sites may exist which require an SNnn value greater
or less than 30 because of geometric or traffic conditions,
but 30 is regarded as a minimum value indicative of the
ned for a review of existing and potential wet accident
experience.
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Example of survey skid data output showing area with SN*O generally

<

30.
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COUNTY

ROUTE

58

MILD

LANE POINT

DATE

WBLl

6-08-?6

1. 65

TEST

ACTUAL

SPEED

SN

qi

PSDN4'

38. ?

52

51

60

r.94

40.5

52

52

60

2.32

4r,3

51

62

60

2.97

38. 9

57

3.43
3.6?
3.94
4.22
4,72
4.96
5.47
5.91
6,32
6.67
7.2L
7.97
8.33
9.47
10. L6
10.60

40.6
40.7
40.9
40.6
40.L
39.6
40.2
40,4
40.8
40.2
39.8
39.8
38.6
42.4
4L.7
39.9

29
24
23
47
24
29
31
28
32
30
32
23
34
25
27
28

13. 70

54

13. 95

40.5
40.3

14.35

39.8

14.89

40.

L5.34

56

64

29

43

24

39

23

38

47

57

24

39

29

42

31

44

28

42

32

45

30

43

32

45

23

3B

33

46

26

40

28

42

28

42

54

62

55

55

63

57

57

64

1

58

58

65

40.0

59

59

66

Site Review Process
Cnce a high or potentially high wet pavement accident site is selected, whether on the basis of accident
data or skid data, the review process is essentially the
same. The steps involved in the revierv process are
best illustrated through an example, and one is presented for a site selected by the use of accident data.
Development of Accident Site Information. For all

sites selected data are entered on an Accident Site Revierv
Sheet (Figure 4), and an indication is made of whether the
site wàs õelectéd on the basis of accident data and,/or

survoy skid data, or by some other process. In the e-xample, the site was selected on the basis of 1975 accídent data between milepoints 9.6 and 10.6. Data relative to the site selection process aro the beginning and
ending milepoints for the section (9.6 and 10.6), the
number of wet and dry pavement accidents (8), the
number of wet accidents (5), the percentage of wet accidents (6270), and fatalities, injuries, and property damage resulting from the wet accidents (0, 2, ard $3,400,
respectively). To complete the upper portion of the
Accident Site Review Sheet the accident data for the preceding two years (1974 and 1973) are entered and survey

shid data are entered if tests have bee¡r made. As shown,
the accident data for the trvo previous years substantiate
the relatively high proportion of wet pavement accidents
for this site. Survey skid data were not available for
this site at the time of selection, but subsequent tests
on hvo dates with the Research Council's trailer yielded
the skid data shorvn. It has been concluded that the SN*O
value in the traffic lane probably is less than 35 for most
of the year, since the June tests were run just after a
heavy rain and no doubt represent the most favorable
skid resistance situation with regard to both seasonal
and rveather cond itions.
Were the site selected on the basis of survey skid
data, the same procedure as above would be followed,
with the site beginning and endÍng milepoints being
determined on the basis of the skid data.
Development of S\rface Mix Site Information. The
second step in the site review process (middle of F4ure
4) involves the determination of the surface mix section
or sections the accident site falls within, and the compilation of the relevant accident data and skid data.
Evaluation ofthe entire surface mix section (s) is considered essential because the surface mix type is
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obviously of prime importance in provÍding adequate
skid resistance, and the presence of an accident site
within a surface mix may be indicative of a problem for
the entire mix. The determination of the surface mix
section(s) is accomplished by reference to the annual
surface mix listing, which indicates' among other things'
the direction, beginning and ending milepoints, highway
type (i. e. , numbèr of lanes), the surface mix type, and
the date the mix was placed for all surface mixes along
a highway. For the example under discussion, the
surfãce mix type is S-1 þituminous sand mix) placed
in L96?, and includes both directions of a four-lane
highway between milepoints 8. 00 and L2.00. Were the
suiface mix information to indicate the mix to be different by directions, the accident information and skid
data would be summarized by direction. Also, if the
accident site were to overlap two or more surface mix
sections, accident data and skid data would be summarized for each section. For these purposes' reference
to the detailed accident data is requÍred.

Initial Economic Analvsis. The next step in the
initial economic analYsis (middle of Figure 4). In this analysis, a breakeven

revie@n

figure is computed based on an estimated reduction in
wet pavement accidents and corresponding savings from
reductions in injuries and property damages divided by

the probable cost of the improvement (usually resurfacing) necessary to bring about the reduction in wet
accidãnts. Thus, the breakeven value represents the
time in years required to achieve savings from reduced
accidents equal to the cost of the selected improvement.
While a more sophisticated analysis could be performed
and a discounted rate of return computed for possible
alternative actions, it is felt that the simple breakeven
computation is sufficient, particularly considering the
many variables present and the approximately equal
annual savings that may result.
The estimated redtction in rvet accidents is computed
by assuming that after the reduction, wet pavement accidânts shoulã account for approximate|y 2070 of the combined total of wet and dry accidents. Thus, in the
example it was estimated that rvet accidents could perhaps
be reduced by 4 at the accident site and 7.5 for the
surface mix äection by some type of treatment. The 20Vo
value for wet accidents was determined to be a reasonable
general value in a previous study conducted by the
áuthors ç!!). This value is substantiated by the data
shown in-Tbble 3, in which the percentages ofwet accidents for the interstate, arterial and primary, and
secondary systems for the years 1965 through 19'14 are
presented. In the frrture, in order to compensate for
þossible weather influences, the base value (norv 20%)
ivill probably be based on the year for the accident datâ

undei investigation. Il¡rthermore, separate values may
be utilized for each of the hþhway distriots in the state.
The reduction in property damage is computed by
determining the property damage per wet pavement
accident based on the actual data and multiplying by the
reduction in wet accidents. In the example, for the
accident site the property damage per wet accident was

computed to be about $680 ($3'400 5), and thus the
savings in property damage were estimated to be $2,'î20
($680 4). For the surface mix section, the p¡operty
damage per wet accident was $1,215 ($15'800 13)' and
the property damage savings $9 , 112 ($1, 2 15 ?. 5 ).
Injury savings are computed in a similar manner'
with the dollar value being determined by multiplying the
injury reduction by $4,000, which is the figure recommènded by the National Sbfety Council G!). Thus' for
tho accident site the injuries per wêt accident figure was

(¿ 5), yielding an estimated reduction in injuries
(4 .4), or an estimated savings of $6'400
(1.6 $4000). For the surface mix site the injuries

0,4

of 1.6

pei accident value was 0.38 and the estimated savings

$11,400. Currently, in computing savings, values are

not placed on deaths, except tothe extent that a death
is included as an injury. However, the occurrence of a
fatality at a site is considered in the fÍnal evaluation of

that site.

To complete the initial economic analysis, estimated
costs of possible improvements must be considered.
Generally, various types of resurfacing are anticipated
and the estimated unit costs are used to estimate total
improvement costs" In this example, two possible improvements were considered:

1.
2.

Plant

mix $25,OO0/mile/two lanes, and
seal $6, 000,/mile,/two lanes.

Slurry

Thus, the cost of improvement for the accident site rvas
estimated to be $50,000 for plant mix and $L2,000 for
slurrv seal. and for the surface mix site four times the
above amounts, or $200,000 for plant mix and $48,000

for slurry seal.

As already indicated, breakeven values are computed by dividing the estimated total cost by the projected
savings resulting from an improvement. Thus, for the
plant mix improvement, the estimated breakeven vah¡es
ä¡e 5.48 for the accident site ($50,000 $9,120) and
9. ?5 for the surface mix site ($200,000 $20' 512). For
the slurry seal improvement the breakeven values are
estimated to be 1.32 for the accident site ($12' 000
$9,120) and 2.34 for the surface mix site (48' 000

$20,512 ).

Prioritv Rankinq for Field Review. Based on the
signed priorities

initiffi

on the basis of the lowest to hþhest breakBecause of the large amount of judgement
used in the computation of the breakeven values, the

for field review
even

values.

priority for field review is also influenced by the follorving:

t. Sites or surface mix sections having five or more
wet pavement accidents which account for 5070 or more
of the total wet and dry accidents.
2. Sites on which survey skid tests have not been
performed.
3. Sites showing an increasing trend in wet pavement accident percentages.
4. Sites with an average SNrO value below 30 in the
traffic or passing lanes.
In the example, the 1.32 breakeven figure for the
accident site combined with the facts that the site had
not been skÍd tested and had experienced S|Vowot accidents considering three years' data indicated that a
field review was desirable.

Field Review, During the field evaluation of a site,

carefiÏffiñEÏõÏ-Ts given to geometrics, traffic turbulence, sight distance, roadside development, traffic
control, posted speed limit, and general pavement

surface condition. If SN40 data have not been obtained
prior to the field review, they are obtained as part of

the field revierv process. Field review data for the
example sÍte are shown in the lower portion of Figure 4.
lvith the accident and skid data analysis and the
results ofthe field inspection in hand, the reviewers
make a judgement evaluation as to the prime causative
factor orfactors in the wet pavementaccidents. If in
their judgement hþher skid values would be of little
value but one or more of the other variables such as
traffic control or roadside congestion are the prime
factors, they refor the location to the accident reduction
team in the Departmentts Traffic and Planning Division.
If on the other hand, the evidence indicates that improved
skid resista.nce would be of value, a second cost,/benefit
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Accident site review sheet.
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Skid Data
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I¿ne
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Date

SURTACE MIX SITE INTORMATION

Mix Information
High.

lvDe Dir.
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EM

Accident I¡form¿tion

TYPe

Yr

Yr.

Tot

Wet

Percent
Wet

Sktd Data
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Låne
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MPH

sN¿o

INITIAL ANALYSIS
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Analyzed
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Estimated
Reduction
Date
Wet

Injury

P.D.

Savings

Savings

Total
Savir¡gs

Breakeven

Assumptions ând
Comments

Åccidents

RECOMMENDATIONS:

¡lDLD REVIEIff DATA
CENMAL GEOMETRY:

POSTED SPEED

LMIT:

E}.¡Ir'IRONMENTAL DATA:

GENERAL COMMENTS:

FINAL ANALYSI¡i
Area
Analyzed

Length

Lanes

Date

Estimated
Reduction

Injury

P.D.

Total

Breals

Assumptlons and

wet

Savings

Savings

Savings

even

Comments

^ccidents

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Dat(

3.

'Table

Percentages of wet pavement accidents.

YBAR

WET
ACCIDDNTS

PDRCENT
WBT

PERCENT

wEl'

DRY
ACCIDENTS

WET
ACCIDBNTS

PERCDNT
WDT

DRY
ACCIDENTS

5?9

t7

22,304

5, 285

l9

12,46L

2,832

19

2L

2L,281

5,896

12,064

3,223

2L

2I,

DRY
ACCIDENTS

WET
ACCIDENTS

2,799

965

SBCONDARY SYSTIJM

ARTERIAL AND PRIMARY SYSTBM

IN'TtrRSTATE SYSTEM

966

2,798

?53

96?

3,099

8?5

Gß7

5, 840

2t

12,

3r3

3, 31?

2L

908

3,773
4,332

1, 101

23

23,592

5, ?81

20

13, ?86

3, 589

2t

1, 302

24

26,292

6,227

19

t5,267

3, 989

2L

20

15, 535

4,1C3

2L

22

16, 006

4, 8?8

23

9, 993

z6

L2,629

5, 085

29

?,83?

2t
2I

19,

01

5, 943

23

19.613

5,972

23

969

4,689

9?0

5, 393

9?1

s,821

9'.lz

6,305

9?3

974

4

.747

1,462
1, 846

2,667

2,09r
t,228

z4
2A
31
25

2l

26, 795
27,L27

28,749
30,033

26,729

analysis is conducted and modified as appropriate by the
results of the field revierv.
For the site reviewed in Figure 4, items of particular interest determined from the field ¡eview and skid

tests included:

l-.

The development in Oakwood between milepoints

9.4 and 10. ? where the speed limit is reduced to ?2 kph
@5 mph).

'

2.

The indication that an SN*O of 40 may be necessary for the area between milepoints 9.4 and 10.7.
3. The fact that the 5-L mix is worn through in
several places in the traffic lanes.
¿. btre difference in the SN^O values between the

traffic and passing lanes of approximately 10 skid numbers, with itte prõ¡aUility that the SNno value in the

traffic lanes was less than 35 for most of the year.

5. The generally adequate appearance ofthe pavement from a structural standpoint.

Note that in item number 2 above, it was estimated
that an SN*O value of 40 or greater may be required for
the area in question. While the estimated SN*O reQuired
based largely on judgement at this time, it is anticipated that sevelal levels of SN*O re9uirements for var-

6,720
7,520

7,029

8

Priority Ranking for Site Treatment
Sites are ranked for recommended treatment on the
basis of the final b¡eakeven value computed. Obviously
some judgement is needed in deciding whether tìe breakeven timõ justifies corrective action. Some judgements
are quite éasy to make while othors require much reflection. The evâluation is easy if the breakeven time is
quite short and the estimated wet pavement accident
ieduction is high, or if the breakeven time is quite long
and the estimated wet accident reduction is quite low.
The in between or borderline cases are quite difficult
ones. However, it must be kept in mind that the most
important consideration is to do everything possible to
that the money available is spent at those locations
""ð the greatest benefits can be derived. It should be
where
indicated that sites not recommended for immediate
ãõiion nevertheless will be brought to the attention of
the Maintenance Division for consideration in establishing
normal maintenance resurfacing schedules.
For the example section, it was recommended that
the traffic lanes between milepoints 9.4 and 10. ? be
resurfaced with slurry seal ai shown in the Recommended
Treatment Form (Figure 5) submitted to the District
Engineer.

is

ious types of sites

will

evolve as the program plogresses'

Final Economic Analysis On the basis of the accifield review,data, a final
economic analysis is made. In the example it was evident from the iield review that the problem area was in
the village of Oal<wood between milepoints 9.4 and 10.7'

¿ent@

Within tñese milepoints there was a reduced speed limit
of ZZ çft (45 mph) with moderate commercial development. f,\rrthermore, the skid resistance was much less
in the traffic lanes where the existing S-1 mix (thin sand
mix) had worn through. For all these reasons, a slurry
seaÍ application in the traffic lanes seemed the appropriate tleatment.
The final breaheven value of 0.8 is then computed
as shown at the bottom of Figure 4 for the area between
milepoints 9.4 and 10. ?. Notice that the cost of the
sluriy seal is estimated as $6,000 per mile, since only
the traffic lanes are to be treated.

Follow-Up Evaluation
As was illustrated in Figure L, an integral part of
tho wet pavement accident reduction program is the
follow-up evaluation of treated sites. Thus far, aìl sites
recommènded for treatment- z.I8 km (26.58 miles) on
5 routes in 4 countles-have been resurfaced. For this
purpose, each site will be evaluated on the basis of both
äcciAent and skid data annually for three years after
treatment. In addition, some sites that remain untreated,
particularly those with SN*O values less than 30, will be

monitored for the life of the program.
Hopefully, these evaluations will indicate that the
treatmènts have been beneficial and also indicate to a
greater extent than is presently known the.levels of skid
iesistance required for various types of sites.
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Figure

5.

Accident site recommended treatment form.
RECOMM ENDDD'TIìEATMENT

T.ORTVI

D^te

460

Route
County

Fhrchânån

BJ

Mix Information: Type

S-l

(wearinE throush in

places)

I¡rom
Iængth
Highway

Accident

5/rL/76

s-_x. qgqs

g!: J:jge¡one

Year Placed

To 12.00
AVD 10.82s

ft9?4r

Type 4 lane

Data: Year Wet & Dry
19?3
40
1974
30
19?5
35
r05

Totals:

Wet

Percentwet ffi

Wct

^ccidcnts

l3
l3

23
43
37

I
0
0

'l
6
5

35

33

|

L2

9

4,700
5,500
15,800

$26,000

Comments: Tventyoneofthe3Swetâccidentsoccurredwithinthemilepoints9.4andl0.?,
while only 45 of the total 105 accidents were within these limits. Not consldering this section,
there were 60 wet and dry accidents, 14 of which rvere wet for a percentage wet of 23Vo. lt
is noteworthy that the area 9.5 to 10. ? includes the village of Oaklvood which has a fairly
congested traffic situation at relatively high speeds (posted @ 45 mph-probably higher).

Skid

Data:

Lanc
Traffic
Traffic
Passing

SN¿O
a5
42

Date Tested

4/t3hB
6/2

h6

Comments

Ave, both directions

6/ 2 /76
Because the S-1 mix ls wearing through in places, there may be several spots wlth a
considerably lower SN40 value, but not reflected in the test results.
53

Recommended Action: .Resurfacing is indicated for the section 9.4 to 10.
the geometric and traffic conditions at this site that an SN40 A 40

?. It is estimated

that for

is required, ånd thus, because
of the relatlvely high traffic volume an S-5 non-poltshlng mix seems necessary, or possibly a
slurry seal,

Dcononìic Analysis: Based on the below listed assumptions, and with an estimated redt¡ctlon of 5 wet
accidents per year the breakeven for the site 9.4 to 10. ? is .8 year for slurryseal and 3. 12
for plant mix. These breakevenvalues are computed based on surfacing just the traffic lanes.
Obviously if all four lanes rvere resurfaced, the values would be doubled.

l.
2.
3.
4.

Reduction in injuries of l/3/accident@ $4,000/injury
Reduction in property damage of $?50/accident
Cost of slurry seal of $6,000/mile
Cost of plant mix of $25,000/mfle
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Memorandum

- Mr. J. F. T\¡rner
Attentlon - Mr. J. L. CorleY
Srbject - S[<id Tests RePort

To

Sktd tests have recently been conducted on all the arterial routes in the Bristol District as
part of our regular state-vslde skid testing lnventory ofthe arterlal system.

Attached are some ofthe results ofthese tests which we thought should be brought to your
attontlon. The tests of concern have been marked on tho attached sheets for your_convenience. Ñotice that these tests have reoorded skid numbers (SN¿rì) that are somewhat lower
than those for adjacent sections and are below or approaching Sltno=30.
The results of tests presented here are for yor infor¡nation. It is suggested that these
sites be kept under observatlon and that accident data, geometrlcs, etc. be correlated to
determlne lf any corrective action ls needed.
Although the criteria for identi$ing hþh wet accident sites have not been finalized' for the
present we intend to extract sites such as these from our regular inventory survey testing'
which record skid numbers that approach or fall below an SNrn value (trailer value) of 30 as
recommended by the Virginia Highway and Transportatlon Re3éarch Council. These sites
will be sh¡died 6y Research Council personnel in lþht of the tentative crlterla that have been
established by them and recommendations will be made thereafter.

presently, we feel that a hfgh wet accldent site is indicated when three or more wet paygmgnt
accidentó'occur withtn an O.i-mile section, and the wet accldents represent at least 3070 of
the combined total of wet and dry pavement accidents. Once a site is selected in thts manner'
the procedure is to tdentiff the iidrits of the zurface mix section(s) inwhtchthe site islocated
ardio determlne the accicient er<perience and SNr^ data for the secttonls). Srrface mix
sections having 3070 wet pavement accidents andldr an SNon value (trailer value) below 30
are selected for fÍeld evaluation. Depending on the findinSð from the field evaluation, a
possible treatment to the surface mix section or accident site may be recommended, or
h¡rther ovaluation may be irdicated. It should be mentioned that wet accident sites having .
five or more wet acciâents whlch account for 5070 or more of the comblned wet ard dry accidents will be reviewed in the fleld, regardless of the analysis for the surface mix section(s)
provided, of course, a new surface has not been placed since the occurrence of the accidents.

If more information is necegsaty, please advise.

J. P.
GTP:slf

Bassett

Materials Engineer

Attachment
A HIGHWAY IS AS SAFE AS THE USER MAKES IT

